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March 7, 2024
Crown Asia Celebrates Women’s Month: Everything Starts at Home
Filed under: Uncategorized — Tags: Featured — Angela Beatrice Bautista @ 6:55 pm
As we usher in the month of March, Crown Asia proudly joins the global celebration of Women’s Month. This year, our theme resonates deeply with the essence of nurturing and empowerment, encapsulated in the statement: “Everything Starts at Home.” At Crown Asia, we recognize the pivotal role of women in shaping not only households but also entire communities. 
In our commitment to fostering inclusivity and equality, we emphasize the significance of the nurturing environment within the home. We firmly believe that a woman’s growth and empowerment start with the treatment she receives within the confines of her household. This principle is not merely a slogan; it’s a guiding philosophy that permeates every aspect of our community-building initiatives.
[image: alt]“She” is at the heart of our statement because we acknowledge that women play multifaceted roles as caregivers, decision-makers, and pillars of strength within their families. Their well-being and fulfillment are intricately linked to the support and respect they receive at home. By championing the importance of nurturing environments, Crown Asia aims to empower women to thrive personally, professionally, and socially.
At Crown Asia, we go beyond constructing houses; we build homes where every resident, regardless of gender, feels valued and respected. We understand that the quality of life within our communities is directly influenced by the sense of belonging and security cultivated within each household. As such, we prioritize initiatives that promote gender equality, inclusivity, and empowerment.
[image: alt]Through various activities, we aim to create spaces where women feel empowered to pursue their aspirations and contribute meaningfully to society. From building spaces to cater wellness programs, we provide opportunities for personal and professional growth, fostering a supportive environment where women can flourish.
[image: alt]Our commitment to celebrating Women’s Month extends beyond mere acknowledgment; it’s a testament to our dedication to creating lasting positive change. By emphasizing the importance of nurturing environments and recognizing the invaluable contributions of women, we strive to create a world where every individual has the opportunity to thrive.
As we commemorate Women’s Month, let us reaffirm our commitment to fostering inclusive communities where every woman is empowered to realize her full potential. Together, let us continue to build homes where “Everything Starts at Home,” and the journey towards equality and empowerment begins.
Read More: Crown Asia Unveils Higher Towers for Two Iconic Projects Hermosa in Las Piñas and Pinevale in Tagaytay
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February 22, 2024
Crown Asia Unveils Higher Towers for Two Iconic Projects Hermosa in Las Piñas and Pinevale in Tagaytay
Filed under: Uncategorized — Angela Beatrice Bautista @ 3:18 pm
Crown Asia, a pioneering name in the realm of real estate development, is set to mark a significant milestone as it prepares to reveal higher towers for not one, but two of its most promising projects. Anticipated to be the epitome of sophistication and innovation, these developments are poised to redefine luxurious living experiences in the Philippines.
Hermosa in Las Piñas

[image: alt]Nestled within the vibrant landscape of Las Piñas City, Hermosa stands tall as a 2.9-hectare modern and exclusive resort-inspired condominium village. Situated near the forthcoming 80-hectare integrated Vista Global South township development along the C-5 Extension, Hermosa offers unparalleled convenience and connectivity. With just a 15-minute drive to NAIA and the Bay Area, residents can relish the perfect blend of urban accessibility and serene living.
What sets Hermosa apart is not just its prime location, but also its meticulously designed amenities and surrounding retail hubs. Residents can indulge in a refreshing set of facilities that elevate their lifestyle experience to new heights. From lush green spaces to state-of-the-art recreational areas, Hermosa promises a living environment that harmonizes luxury with practicality.
Pinevale in Tagaytay
[image: alt]Escape the hustle and bustle of city life and find solace in the tranquil embrace of Pinevale Tagaytay. This idyllic sanctuary offers a haven of convenience, comfort, and serenity amidst the breathtaking beauty of Tagaytay. Immerse yourself in the cool breeze and lush landscapes while embracing the essence of smart living with Pinevale’s innovative features.
At Pinevale, every moment is an opportunity to savor life to the fullest. Whether it’s unwinding in the embrace of nature or relishing quality time with loved ones, Pinevale encapsulates the essence of elevated living.
Exclusive Invitation to Preview
[image: alt]Witness a sneak peek of its latest visionary concepts and innovative cityscapes. Join us for a preview of Hermosa in Las Piñas and Pinevale in Tagaytay at our Priority Selling Event, scheduled for March 8th, 9th, and 12th, 2024, at the Chef’s Table, Brittany Hotel.
Don’t miss this exclusive opportunity to witness the future of premium living unfold before your eyes.
Read More: Unveiling New Views: Vista Land Elevates Living in Tagaytay and Las Piñas with Tower Launches
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February 14, 2024
Crown Asia Celebrates Keepsake Campaign this Valentine’s Day  #OneVillarLove
Filed under: Uncategorized — Angela Beatrice Bautista @ 6:52 pm


Crown Asia, a leading real estate developer, has stepped into the season of love with a heartwarming celebration of their campaign Keepsake this Valentine’s Day. Teaming up with Vista Land‘s cherished tradition of spreading love, every employee was greeted with the classic symbols of affection: flowers and chocolates. But this year, Crown Asia added a sweet twist by partnering with Krispy Kreme Evia to provide free doughnuts, keeping the day as sweet as can be.
[image: alt]The office buzzed with excitement as Crown Asia embraced the spirit of love with various mini activities under the banner of “Valentine’s Keepsake”.
Valentine’s Vault:
[image: alt]A freedom wall adorned the office space, inviting everyone to share positive messages and expressions of appreciation for their colleagues.
Kissing Booth:
[image: alt]A delightful guessing game was set up, challenging participants to estimate the number of Kisses in a jar, adding an element of fun to the celebrations.
Photopalooza:
[image: alt]Employees were encouraged to capture special moments and share them on social media using the hashtag #CrownAsiaKeepsake, further spreading the message of love and camaraderie.
The event offered multiple opportunities for employees to express their affection and appreciation for their colleagues:
Keep it Sweet (Valentine’s Vault):
A corner near the Marketing Area provided a space for individuals to pen down sweet notes or share cherished photos with their work buddies.
Here’s to Forever with You (Keepsake – Atrium):
Couples and friends seized the chance to capture moments of togetherness, affirming that what they have is for keeps, symbolizing the enduring bonds fostered within Crown Asia.
Home for Keeps (Keepsake – Lobby):
[image: alt]Recognizing the significance of home, employees were encouraged to snap pictures of the office lobby, highlighting how Crown Asia’s workplace is not just a place of work but also a second home where timeless love and camaraderie reside.
[image: alt]The overarching message of Crown Asia’s Valentine’s Day celebration is that love can be found at home. As the saying goes, “Home is where the heart is,” and for Crown Asia, it’s where timeless love and cherished memories are made.
[image: alt]As part of the festivities, an Audio-Visual Presentation (AVP) was also showcased, encapsulating the essence of the “Keepsake” campaign and spreading warmth and affection throughout the office.
[image: alt]This Valentine’s Day, Crown Asia truly embraced the spirit of love, reminding us all that amidst the hustle and bustle of daily life, it’s essential to pause and celebrate the bonds of friendship, camaraderie, and love that enrich our lives both at work and at home.
Read More: Crown Asia Keepsake: Where Your Home Witnesses Timeless Love
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February 13, 2024
Crown Asia Keepsake: Where Your Home Witnesses Timeless Love
Filed under: Uncategorized — Iane Mance @ 11:30 am
Home becomes more than just a physical space; it becomes a vessel for creating cherished moments. Crown Asia envisions a haven where the beauty of the world converges with the intimate moments shared by couples. It’s not merely about owning property but investing in an everlasting experience that echoes through time.

This Valentine’s Day, Crown Asia invites everyone on a journey of perpetual bonds and timeless memories with their campaign, “Keepsake: Where your home witnesses a timeless love.”

A keepsake is a small item kept in memory of the person who gave it or originally owned it. Build mementos—a remembrance of the beauty that happened with your loved ones. Transform your living spaces into a sanctuary where cherished moments last eternally, much like the memories of your priceless travels around the world.

Crown Asia’s lobby will be decorated in line with the campaign to celebrate the season. Additionally, guerrilla marketing collaterals will be placed in Evia Lifestyle Center, inviting the public to capture memories and create timeless mementos. Crown Asia’s sales offices will be equipped with a sign featuring the Keepsake campaign.

Sellers and clients can participate in the season with the Keep Earning incentive. Crown Asia’s projects have curated events made especially for their business partners and sellers:
[image: alt]
However, Keepsake is not limited to sellers and clients; employees can also join the “Valentine’s Vault,” a wall where employees can post notes and leave positive messages for anyone in the office. There will also be a photo booth for employees on February 14 at the Crown Asia office.

Stay tuned for upcoming events, promos, and activities that will surely make you feel the warm embrace of love this month.

Envision a life where the walls of your home witness the unfolding of a love story that stands the test of time. Let Crown Asia be your companion in crafting a future filled with enduring bonds, timeless memories, and a love that lasts a lifetime.

“Keepsake, where your home witnesses a timeless love.”

Read more: Home, Heart, and Keepsakes: Crown Asia’s Valentine’s Day Invitation
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February 9, 2024
Vista Land Unveils Its Newest High-Rise Development in Mandaluyong City
Filed under: Uncategorized — Warren Ace Leonida @ 2:41 pm
The Philippines’ leading integrated property developer, Vista Land, is steering the charge in residential real estate launches this year by introducing its newest high-rise development, Crosswalk Tower by Crown Asia.

Held in Brittany Hotel in Bonifacio Global City, Taguig, accredited business partners and esteemed investors gathered to witness the unveiling of the 46-storey condominium at the juncture of Pasig, Mandaluyong, and Makati. Those who attended the property preview were immersed in a showcase of innovation and connectivity, where every intersection is a promise and every connection is an opportunity.

[image: Vista Land Division Head, Ms. Ma. Teresa Tumbaga led the exclusive preview event, setting the stage for a new era of urban living in the Metro]
Vista Land Division Head Ma. Teresa Tumbaga and Marketing Head Voltaire John Belacha led the event, expressing one after another that “Crosswalk Tower is a vertical community resonating with the pulse of the metro, where every area is reimagined as a sanctuary within its vibrant rhythm. This development is a gateway to a future shaped by innovation, where limitless possibilities await in every corner.”

“Crosswalk Tower is not only a high-rise development; it is our dedication to creating spaces beyond the ordinary, a condominium where connectivity, convenience, and community converge to enhance the urban experience. Imagine waking up to panoramic views of the Metro Manila skyline, literally crossing the road to either pursue quality education, advance your professional career, or relish in shopping and dining options, and being part of a vertical community infused with excitement and boundless potential,” Tumbaga further expressed, noting that Crosswalk Tower promises opportunity in every moment for all who will call it home.

Live right in the beating heart of Manila

Part of a grand master planned development that will traverse Shaw Boulevard, Crosswalk Tower by Crown Asia highlights its advantageous position as the true midpoint of Metro Manila with a highly urban environment. Where convenience is king, Crosswalk reigns supreme.

At most 30 minutes from central business districts in Cubao, Ortigas Center, Ayala Avenue, and the Bonifacio Global City, the development will be served by a road network greater than any city in the National Capital Region at 80.93 kilometers. Its proximity to retail destinations  ensures residents a world of entertainment and unparalleled retail experiences right at their doorstep.

[image: Live right in the beating heart of Manila]
Designed to accommodate every lifestyle and preference, Crosswalk Tower offers a range of options from cozy studios to spacious three-bedroom condominiums. The low-density unit spread has been carefully planned to suit the residents’ diverse needs, ensuring that every detail of the living space is stylish and practical. The development also goes beyond the draw of its geography, offering a host of amenities that await residents’ enjoyment. One can easily picture achieving fitness goals at the gym, indulging in chromatic experiences in the cinema suite, taking a refreshing dip in the infinity pool with a Jacuzzi, or unwinding on the roof deck while soaking in the breathtaking city views at the end of the day.

Crosswalk Tower is more than just its definition of a specially paved or marked path; it embodies a symbol of choice and progress, inviting residents to make decisions and walk confidently toward their aspirations.

Where you are is as important as who you are 

[image: Where you are is as important as who you are]
Crown Asia is the foremost builder of themed residential properties and condominiums in the most strategic locations within Metro Manila and Southern Luzon, bringing the beauty of the world to one’s doorstep. Beyond quality, each Crown Asia is the “trophy” residents deserve for their triumphs, an exquisite reward to and only for themselves.

For more information and latest news on Crosswalk Tower by Crown Asia, get in touch with us at 0999.886 4262, 0917.5825167 or follow @CrosswalkTower. 
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February 1, 2024
Home, Heart, and Keepsakes: Crown Asia’s Valentine’s Day Invitation
Filed under: Uncategorized — Iane Mance @ 5:51 pm
Designing Love Stories: Crown Asia’s Keepsake Homes
As Valentine’s Day approaches, Crown Asia Properties, Inc. extends a heartfelt invitation to embark on a journey where love transforms into timeless memories and enduring bonds. Picture a life where the very walls of your home become the silent witnesses to the unfolding chapters of a love story that withstands the test of time. In this endeavor, let Crown Asia be your trusted companion, dedicated to crafting a future filled with lasting connections and memories that transcend the ordinary.

The Essence of Everlasting Bonds
[image: alt]Crown Asia’s commitment to fostering enduring bonds goes beyond the mere construction of houses; it encompasses the creation of homes that resonate with the echoes of everlasting love. This Valentine’s Day, Crown Asia stands as your partner in turning living spaces into sanctuaries where each corner tells a story of connection, commitment, and a love that transcends the ordinary. The company understands that a home is not just a dwelling; it is a canvas where your love story unfolds, leaving an indelible mark on the tapestry of time.

Investing in Timeless Memories
[image: alt]Choosing a Crown Asia property is not just a real estate investment; it’s an investment in a lifetime of shared moments, joy, and laughter. The company encourages you to envision a life where the walls of your home serve as the backdrop to a love story, where every day becomes a page in a chronicle of shared experiences. Crown Asia invites you to craft your story, making each room a testament to the enduring bond that stands resilient against the sands of time.

Keepsake Campaign: Where Your Home Witnesses a Timeless Love
[image: alt]
This Valentine’s Day, Crown Asia unveils its Keepsake Campaign, a celebration of love that goes beyond mere festivities. The campaign encourages couples to explore the boundless possibilities of crafting unique keepsakes within the luxurious confines of a Crown Asia home. From intimate dinners in stylish kitchens to cozy evenings by the balcony, the Keepsake Campaign is an ode to the little moments that make a love story truly timeless.

Crown Asia stands as your unwavering companion in crafting a future filled with enduring bonds, timeless memories, and a love that lasts a lifetime. Crown Asia’s house and condominium offerings are more than just homes; they’re enduring legacies meant to be passed down through generations. Built with a commitment to timeless design and quality, these properties become lasting keepsakes, ensuring that the warmth of home and cherished memories remain a constant thread in your family’s story for years to come. Embrace the journey, let your home be the canvas, and let Crown Asia be the architect of your everlasting love story.
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January 22, 2024
Unveiling New Views: Vista Land Elevates Living in Tagaytay and Las Piñas with Tower Launches
Filed under: Uncategorized — Angela Beatrice Bautista @ 11:17 am
Vista Land and Lifescapes, Inc., a trailblazer in the real estate industry, is set to redefine the skyline of Tagaytay and Las Piñas with the launch of new towers for its highly acclaimed Pinevale and Hermosa Projects. This marks the next chapter in the success story of these two exceptional condominium developments that have captivated the hearts of discerning homebuyers.
Pinevale: Tagaytay’s Smart Condo Haven
Nestled along Aguinaldo Hi-way, Pinevale in Tagaytay boasts a modern Danish-inspired architecture that harmonizes with the serene beauty of its surroundings. Since its initial launch, Pinevale has consistently ranked as one of Vista Land’s best-selling condominiums in the upscale segment, gaining acclaim for its innovative approach to contemporary living.
[image: alt]Positioned as the “first smart condo in Tagaytay,” Pinevale goes beyond aesthetic appeal. The incorporation of smart features exemplifies Vista Land’s commitment to staying ahead in the ever-evolving landscape of real estate. Residents can experience the seamless integration of technology for enhanced connectivity and convenience, offering the best of both worlds – a tranquil relaxation spot and easy access to major highways.
As Pinevale unveils its second tower, it reaffirms Vista Land’s dedication to setting new standards in condo living. The success of its initial launch has set the stage for an even more refined and sophisticated living experience in Tagaytay.
Hermosa: Las Piñas’ Jewel in Villar City Estate – Floriad
Moving south to Las Piñas, Vista Land presents Hermosa, an integral part of the highly anticipated Villar City Estate – Floriad. Hermosa embraces a modern Spanish architectural inspiration that exudes timeless elegance. Positioned strategically near the airport, Hermosa encapsulates the essence of exclusivity while maintaining a connection to the pulse of urban life.
[image: alt]Hermosa’s allure lies not only in its architectural beauty but also in the value it brings to its residents. The project emphasizes the perfect blend of accessibility and seclusion, making it a coveted address in the thriving Villar City.
With the launch of its second tower, Hermosa continues to redefine luxury living in Las Piñas. Vista Land’s unwavering commitment to excellence is evident in the meticulous planning and design that goes into each aspect of Hermosa, promising residents a lifestyle that transcends the ordinary.
The Vista Land way of Life
Both Pinevale and Hermosa are part of Vista Land’s portfolio, which goes beyond providing residences and ventures into the creation of thematic communities. Vista Land understands that a home is not just a physical space but an environment that enriches lives.
By meticulously curating world-class amenities and ambiance, Vista Land ensures that each project contributes to the overall well-being and satisfaction of its residents. The success and selling arc of Pinevale and Hermosa’s initial launches underscore the effectiveness of Vista Land’s approach in delivering upscale living experiences in the dynamic landscape of the South.
As Vista Land unveils new views with the introduction of additional towers, it reaffirms its position as a trailblazer in the real estate industry, dedicated to elevating the standards of living in Tagaytay and Las Piñas. The promise of a sophisticated lifestyle, combined with modern amenities and a thematic community approach, makes Vista Land’s projects a true testament to luxury and innovation in the South.
Read More: This is Luarca | Hermosa’s 1st Tower Blessing and Turn Over Ceremony
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January 16, 2024
Crown Asia: Bringing the “Beauty of the World at Home”
Filed under: Uncategorized — Angela Beatrice Bautista @ 6:49 pm
For nearly three decades, Crown Asia Properties Inc., the premium residential arm of Vista Land and Lifescapes Inc., has been redefining luxury living through meticulously crafted themed communities. Rooted in the philosophy that the “Beauty of the World is at Home,” Crown Asia has seamlessly combined architectural excellence with premium living spaces inspired by the Earth’s most captivating cities.
Thematic Masterpieces across the property portfolio
Crown Asia has pioneered the concept of thematic masterpieces, elevating the residential experience by drawing inspiration from iconic architectural styles worldwide. The Classic Homes collection, featuring American and Italian influences, radiates timeless elegance and sophistication. Meanwhile, the Condominiums collection showcases modern contemporary designs with Spanish and Danish inspirations, creating a harmonious blend of tradition and innovation.
Locations Across Key Destinations:
[image: alt]Crown Asia’s secure neighborhoods are strategically located across key destinations, including Las Piñas, Cavite, Laguna, and Tagaytay. These carefully chosen locales not only offer residents a tranquil and scenic environment but also provide unparalleled convenience and accessibility, enhancing the overall lifestyle of the community.
Enhancing Lifestyles:
[image: alt]Side view of young woman standing with french bulldog in city park. Purebred pet sitting on grass, looking at female dog owner, summer sunset on background. Animal and human friendship concept.Beyond providing top-tier homes, Crown Asia’s themed communities are designed to enhance lifestyles. Each property is a testament to the commitment to safety, convenience, and accessibility. Young professionals and starting families find solace in the well-planned layouts and secure environments that Crown Asia consistently delivers.
Solid Investment:
Investing in a Crown Asia property goes beyond owning a home; it’s an investment that appreciates over time. The value of Crown Asia properties continues to rise, making them a place to live and a sound financial decision. The commitment to quality construction and thoughtful planning ensures that residents enjoy both the present comforts and future financial rewards.
“Bringing the World Home”:
[image: alt]Crown Asia poses a compelling question: “What if you never have to leave your favorite place on Earth?” The answer lies in the meticulously designed homes that serve as a daily reminder of the beauty witnessed during travels. Crown Asia creates a haven where residents can relive the magic of their favorite global destinations within the comfort of their own homes.
Takeaway
Crown Asia Properties stands as a beacon of architectural brilliance and thematic ingenuity. With a legacy spanning nearly three decades, the company continues to redefine luxury living, bringing the “Beauty of the World is at Home” thematic masterpiece to life. Crown Asia provides homes and curates living experiences inspired by the best architecture from around the globe, making each property a timeless investment in both lifestyle and financial well-being.
Building on the success of its existing themed communities, Crown Asia’s upcoming masterplan development will add a new dimension to the portfolio. Residents and prospective homeowners can look forward to an even broader array of architectural influences, creating a diverse and immersive living experience.
Sucat and Silang Cavite: Emerging Destinations
SOON.
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January 12, 2024
Breaking Barriers | 2024 Crown Asia Sales Kickoff
Filed under: Uncategorized — Iane Mance @ 11:16 pm
To kick off another year of success and triumph, today, January 12, 2024, at Mango Grove in The Island Park, “Breaking Barriers: 2024 Crown Asia Sales Kickoff” unfolded. Partners were given a sneak peek into what awaits them in 2024. Crown Asia set the tone for the year with updates for its business partners.
[image: alt]Themed as an Olympics-type event, each partner group was designated a specific sport as their costume. The Olympics is a collection of the best in the world, highlighting the values of hard work, teamwork, and friendly competition that Crown Asia aims for its partners. Furthermore, they also performed a chant they created, and the best chant won a special prize.
Mr. Eric Manalo, an international sales expert, author of two eBooks, and a renowned speaker for various real estate organizations, graced partners and speakers to share his expertise and insights on the real estate industry and sales, particularly on the power of synergy, and hitting goals and targets.
[image: alt][image: alt][image: alt]Crown Asia’s marketing team announced project launches that will happen in 2024. These project launches bring forward new opportunities for Crown Asia itself and its partners. Afterward, Crown Asia’s new marketing directory was unveiled, showing the partners the new setup for Crown Asia’s marketing department. 
Crown Asia equipped its sales partners with exciting incentives and promos, including the Strike Gold Horizontal and Vertical incentives.
Crown Asia presented its sales networks with the Championship Cup, a symbol of the one who came out victorious and the network with the most sales contributions for the quarter. The sales networks also provided their commitments for their 2024 sales initiatives. 
[image: alt]As the night concluded, Crown Asia’s Division Head, Ms. Shatty Paredes, delivered its closing remarks, offering inspiring words to ensure that this year surpasses the achievements of the last.
2023 was marked by triumphs and fulfilled promises, it’s time to break barriers in 2024.
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December 28, 2023
Triumphs and Fulfilled Promises: Crown Asia’s 2023 Wrapped Up
Filed under: Uncategorized — Iane Mance @ 1:52 pm
As we bid farewell to 2023, we reflect on a year marked by achievements and fulfilled promises. Truly highlighting excellence and elegance. Crown Asia enjoyed a spectacular 2023 with its communities and events.

January 2023 – Pinevale’s Dear Joe Cafe Blessing
[image: alt]To start the year, Pinevale’s Dear Joe Cafe was formally blessed. Enjoy calm mornings by having your morning coffee in the serene atmosphere of a cafe in Tagaytay, just a few minutes walk from Crown Asia’s Pinevale.

January 2023 – Pinevale’s Awarded Best Development: Innovative Condominium Property and Value for Investment
[image: alt]Pinevale, formally launched in October 2022, was awarded by Carousell as the Best Development: Innovative Condominium Property and Value for Investment in January 2023. The awards acknowledge Crown Asia’s superior performance in keeping up with the development and delivery of upscaled homes in line with their Smart Home Series in the world of real estate.

February 2023 – Heartstrings Campaign | Transcend: Crown Asia 2022 Annual Sales Awards
[image: alt]During the rosy month of February, Crown Asia launched their Heartstrings campaign, where the beauty of a home blooms with love. These events and activities are specially thought of to further create life’s greatest moments with Crown Asia, a place of comfort that emanates light from within.
[image: alt]In the same month, Crown Asia held their annual Q4 awarding ceremony, Transcend, at Mella Hotel, highlighting the excellence of Crown Asia’s sales and marketing team.

March 2023 – Women Can Reign Campaign
[image: alt]Crown Asia celebrated the month of March with the Women Can Reign Campaign, honoring the contributions and roles of women in Philippine society. The campaign showcased women as they persistently lead, nurture, create, dominate, and conquer horizons.

May 2023 – Bracing Summer Days Campaign 
[image: alt]In May, Crown Asia launched its summer campaign, ‘Bracing Summer Days,’ where your refreshing getaway starts at home. The campaign answers the question: What if your refreshing getaway is already at your favorite place in the world?

May 2023 – Vita Toscana Amenities | Golden Summer: Q1 Sales Awards 
[image: alt]Crown Asia fulfilled promises to Vita Toscana’s homeowners and elevated their living experience in a wonderful Italian-inspired community by presenting them with new and improved amenities. Here, they can bond together in the newly improved clubhouse and swimming pool of Vita Toscana, making it the perfect place for relaxation and rejuvenation within their vicinity, just in time for the summer season.
[image: alt]It was during this season that Crown Asia’s Q1 Quarterly awarding event, Golden Summer, was held at Calatagan South Beach in Batangas—a day of crowning the achievements of their business partners while they also got a taste of a little summer getaway.

June 2023 – Tour de Friends Season 3 Sponsorship
[image: alt]In June, Crown Asia geared up for criterium races with Tour de Friends Season 3. Crown Asia inspires its residents and the wider community to embrace physical fitness and competitive spirit by engaging in sports as a recreational activity. Cycling promotes active lifestyles along with the communities of Crown Asia’s developments.

June 2023 – In Full Bloom: Jardin Hermosa Launch
[image: alt]When the flowers started to bloom, Hermosa’s newest addition, Jardin Hermosa, was successfully launched—a reflection of the project’s lush and vibrant beauty, welcoming residents and potential investors to witness its beauty in full bloom. A master-planned community that caters to your and your loved ones’ needs. Hermosa’s garden, Jardin Hermosa, signifies its tagline ‘where beauty speaks value.

August 2023 – Crown Asia Reservation Sales All-Time High
[image: alt]
August marked new heights for Crown Asia as reservation sales soared to an all-time high. This achievement is a collective win, with each one of our business partners, marketing officers, and heads playing a pivotal role in reaching this remarkable milestone for Crown Asia.

November 2023 – IRONMAN Sponsorship
[image: alt]In November, Praya Estate brought along Crown Asia to sponsor Triathlete Sebastian Teves in the IRONMAN 70.3 Puerto Princesa triathlon qualifying race.

December 2023 – Crown Asia Christmas Story: Dear Santa Campaign
[image: alt]The Christmas season brought forward Crown Asia’s campaign, ‘Dear Santa,’ where love and letters spark Christmas joy. Step into a Crown Asia home this Christmas and discover a haven where tradition meets technology, creating memories that will last a lifetime. This campaign also aimed to grant wishes and build dreams with games and raffles for employees and sellers.

December 2023 – Christmas at Jardin Hermosa: Christmas Lighting Activity
[image: alt]During this month, Crown Asia curated a magical evening at Jardin Hermosa, sparkling with a spectacular Christmas lighting activity that proved to be a sensory feast. Hermosa’s garden was adorned with Christmas decorations and lights, illuminating the night. Guests were also entertained with live musical performances, a snow blast, and a fireworks display.

December 2023 – Unwrapping Success: Pinevale Groundbreaking
[image: Pinevale Groundbreaking]Two major milestones were also met during this period. Pinevale broke ground on December 8, 2023, marking the commencement of a new chapter for the company. As Pinevale transitions from a pre-selling condominium project to ready for occupancy, the journey of upscale living in the heart of Tagaytay begins. 

December 2023 – This is Luarca: Hermosa’s 1st Tower Blessing and Turnover Ceremony
[image: alt]Additionally, Hermosa’s ‘This is Luarca’ event unfolded, where the Luarca building underwent a blessing ceremony in anticipation of its imminent completion and turnover. This event is a living testament to Crown Asia’s unwavering commitment to delivering extraordinary moments and crafting memories that will last a lifetime.

As we bid farewell to the remarkable journey of 2023, Crown Asia extends heartfelt gratitude to its staff and sales team that made the year spectacular. The milestones achieved and memories created are not just reflections of excellence but also a testament to Crown Asia’s commitment to crafting extraordinary moments that will resonate in the hearts of residents and partners, ensuring a legacy of upscale living that transcends time.
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[image: Crown Asia White Logo]The Beauty of the World is at Home
Relive your best travels from around the world in the comforts of your own home with Crown Asia’s thematic properties.
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